Keyworth Quiz Bell and Buzzer example questions
Q
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1

In terms of population, what is the second largest city in the UK ?

Birmingham

2

Locally, where do mansfield Town play their home fixtures ?

The One Call Stadium or
Field Mill

3

What sort of angle would you find opposite the hypotenuse ?

A Right angled one

4

The top level internet domain .HU is used in which country ?

Hungary

5

Of the twelve months of the year which comes first alphabetically ?

April

6

In the folk tale the Three Billy Goats Gruff, which creature lives under the bridge ?

Troll

7

In the Jungle Book, what is Mowgli's only piece of clothing ?

A loin cloth

8

Who is the boyfriend of the Sindy doll ?

Paul

9

At the siege of Mafeking who led the British forces and went on to set up an organisation for young men ?

Robert Baden Powell

10

On their 2019 reunion tour which of the original Spice Girls did not join the other four ?

Victoria Beckham (Posh
Spice)

11

In which ocean are the Maldive islands ?

Indian Ocean

12

On the TV show Strictly Come Dancing who replaced chief judge Len Goodman in 2017 ?

Shirley Ballas

13

For which country does former Manchester City forward Leroy Sané play ?

Germany

14

For which band is the songwriter Alex Turner the lead singer ?

Arctic Monkeys

15

Which road leads from Broadmarsh Centre to Nottingham Station ?

Carrington Street

16

In the Brexit referendum campaign how much did Leave say we should fund the NHS instead of the EU on
the side of a bus ?

£ 350 million per week

17

What colour are the stripes on the flag of Greece ?

Blue and White

18

Which washing product's name is derived from two of its original ingredients, sodium perborate and sodium
silicate ?

Persil

19

Who was the longest reigning British monarch before Queen Victoria ?

George 3rd (1760 1820)

20

In which sport was Dave Brailsford a famous coach ?

Cycling

21

What is studied by a seismologist ?

Earthquakes

22

On which island do Peter Pan and the Lost Boys live ?

Neverland

23

Who is the current chair of the BBC's Question Time programme ?

Fiona Bruce

24

In the Muppet Christmas Carol, which character was played by Kermit the Frog ?

Bob Cratchit

25

What is the name of the hall in the grounds of the Keyworth United Reformed Church ?

Webster Hall

